Ajtai [Ajt] recently proved that if for some fixed d, every formula in a Frege proof of the propositional pigeonhole principle PHP, has depth at most d, then the proof size is not less than any polynomial in n. By introducing the notion of an "approximate proof" we demonstrate how to eliminate the non-standard model theory, including the non-constructive use of the compactness theorem, from Ajtai's lower bound. An approximate proof is one in which each inference is sound on a subset of the possible truth assignments -possibly a different subset for each inference. We also improve the lower bound, giving a specific superpolynomial function (nSl('og'd+l' ")) bounding the proof size from below.
Introduction
A Frege proof is a sequence of propositional formulas, each of which is either an axiom instance or follows from previous formulas by one of a fixed set of inference rules. The pigeonhole principle can be expressed by a class of propositional formulas, {PHP, : n E N } , where PHP, asserts that there is no 1-1 mapping from a set Do of size n + 1 to a set D1 of size n. Ajtai [Ajt] recently proved that if for some fixed d , every formula in a Frege proof of PHP, has depth at most d, then the proof size is not less than any polynomial in CH3022-1/91/0000/0367/$01 .OO Q 1991 IEEE n. His proof, while combinatorial in part, is proven for a nonstandard model of Peano Arithmetic; the compactness theorem is then applied to obtain the result for standard values of n.
We demonstrate how to eliminate non-standard model theory from Ajtai's lower bound by introducing the notion of an "approximate proof". An approximate proof is one in which each inference is sound on a subset of the possible truth assignments -possibly a different subset for each inference.
Our notion of approximation resembles that of Razborov [Raz] where functions are approximated by introducing small errors at each gate. However, instead of approximating just one formula, we are approximating each formula in a sequence of related formulas. The approximation made for each individual formula changes how the formulas relate to each other: instead of each formula being a sound conclusion from previous formulas, the inference is only an "approximately sound" inference. The use of approximation gives a more direct lower bound proof than was obtained using non-standard model theory.
In this paper we also improve on Ajtai's result, giving a specific super-polynomial function which bounds the where logtdt1] n is d + 3 iterations of log. Although the possibility of an exponential bound remains open, we give a reason why the proof method cannot be improved to yield an exponential bound.
We also demonstrate that if the Frege proof is of polyFrege proof size from below. The bound is nn(log'd+ll 4 1 nomial size, then its dept,h must be R(log* n). This improves the statement which can be inferred from tZjtai's result, namely that polynomial size proofs must have non-constant depth.
Constant-depth lower bounds for PHP, are related to the power of the systems of bounded arithmetic, IAo(f), and &(f). In particular, a super-polynomial bound for PHP, implies that IAo(f) cannot prove the sentence asserting the pigeonhole principle for f , while an exponential lower bound imples that S:! (f) cannot prove the pigeonhole principle for f . See Paris, Wilkie & Woods [PWW] , Paris & Wilkie [PW] , and Ajtai [Ajt] for discussions of this question.
Lower bounds for propositional proof systems also bear on broader complexity issues. For example, the problem "NP =? CO-NP" is equivalent to the problem, "Is there a propositional proof system in which the correctness of a derivation can be checked in polynomial time, and which admits polynomial size proofs of all tautologies?" [CR] .
Our lower bound is proved using a particular Frege s y s tem over the basis { v ,~} , but it holds for any Frege system: by a theorem of Cook and Reckhow [CR] , all Frege systems are polynomially equivalent; and examining their theorem one finds that the small depth of proofs is preserved in the polynomial length simulation.
The base case of our result is a generalization of an argument originally given by Haken [Ha] (and later abstracted by Urquhart [Urql) showing that any resolution refutation of PHP, must contain a large clause. [Ajt2] , [HI, [Ajt] ) involving bounded depth formulas, we proceed by induction on the depth. Applying a random restriction at each depth, we can simplify the formulas enough to reduce the depth, without simplifying the problem too much.
As in previous results ([FSS],
However, instead of obtaining a depth d-1 proof of the (restricted) pigeonhole principle which is completely sound, we obtain a depth d -1 "approximate" proof of the (restricted) pigeonhole principle, which is only approximately sound. This approximation is introduced using a "pseudo complement" similar to Ajtai's. 2 Overview, and Definitions
Overview
We encode PIIP, using (n+l)n propositional variables, {Pij : i E Do & j E D l } , where DO and D1 are disjoint sets such that 1 0 0 1 = n + 1 and = n. Intuitively, Pij = 1 iff i is mapped to j. Since our proof system will be a refutation system, we are concerned with the statement -PHP,, which can be written as the conjunction of the following pigeonhole clauses:
In a refutation, one starts with the negated clauses T P H P , as axioms and then derives v{}, i.e. False.
More exact definitions of the formal system are given below.
We obtain the lower bound by induction on the depth, d , of the Frege refutation. Applying a random restriction to the refutation, we can simplify the bottom levels so that each occurrence of negation at depth 3 of each formula is replaced by the 'pseudo complement'.
This reduces the depth of each formula to d -1, but the resulting sequence of formulas may now only be an approximate refutation.
An approximate refutation is a F'rege refutation where each inference is sound with respect to a large subset of all truth assignments. In contrast, an inference in a regular Frege refutation is sound with respect to all truth assignments. Note that our notion of an approximate proof is a local one: each inference can be sound with respect to a different subset of truth assignments, and there may be no single assignment which validates all the inferences. A 'good' approximation for an inference can be obtained if every OR of small ANDs at the bottom levels can be 'covered' by a small set after the restriction is applied. This covering set, which was also used by Ajtai, is analogous to the set of variables remaining after restriction in [FSS] ; it is dissimilar to the minterms of Hhtad [HI.
We repeat the restriction argument d-2 times to obtain an approximate depth 2 Frege refutation of the pigeonhole principle, i.e. a refutation in which each formula is an OR of small ANDs. We then apply one more restriction to obtain a refutation in which each formula in the proof is an OR of small ANDs, covered by a small set. The existence of such a refuhtion contradicts the base case, which states that any good approximation to a Frege proof of the pigeonhole principle must contain a formula which has no small covering set.
Definitions
The system H The lower bound for the pigeonhole clauses will be proven for the Frege refutation system H, described in Figure 1 , for unbounded fan-in formulas. This system is a modification of the inference system in Shoenfield [Sh p. 211 . The formulas of H are unordered rooted trees defined inductively by the rules: (1) if y is a set of variables then V { A 7 ) is a formula; if A is a formula then -A is a formula, and if r is a finite set of formulas, then v r is a formula. Thus the system allows A only at the bottom level, and in fact requires A's there. This syntactic requirement simplifies the exposition.
In the schemas of Figure 1 , A , B, and C represent formulas, and and A are finite sets of formulas. NOTE: AGB is the formula A V B with the OR's merged tcgether. More formally, AGB = V(DISJUNCTS(A) U DISJUNCTS(B)); where DISJUNCTS(X) is the set of disjuncts of X if X is a disjunction and DISJUNCTS(X) = { X } otherwise.
The size of a formula is one plus the number of occurrences of V and -, in the formula; the size of a Frege proof is the sum of the sizes of the formulas occurring as lines in the proof. Since each formula consists of ORs of ANDs in the bottom 2 levels, and the rest of gates are ORs and NOTs, the depth of a formula is 2 plus the number of alternations of ORs and NOTs. 
v, D )
Notice that these inferences depend on the fixed set D in the same sense as the PHP clauses depend on D. However, V can vary.
It should also be noted that the approximate complements in different parts of an approximate proof can be defined relative to quite different sets.
Neither the approximate excluded middle axiom nor the approximate cut rule are logically sound; however, by the Complement Property they are sound for the class of assignments which define 1-1 maps on'V.
More formally, an inference in an approximate proof is 
In other words, we strengthen the condition so we know that the particular set V used in taking the pseudo-complement is also the set which witnesses the t-soundness.
We can think of "strongly t-sound" as a syntactic condition which is used to guarantee that the semantic requirement, "t-sound" , holds.
Restrictions; miscellany
In choosing random restrictions, we use the same probability space as Ajtai. Each random restriction defines a one-to-one function between a subset of DO and a subset of D1. Specifically, the probability space Qnie is the set of all pairs p = (r,s) where: s is a subset of D = DO U D1 such that SO = s n DO is uniformly chosen with size ne + 1 and, separately, SI = s n D1 is uniformly chosen with size n'; and r is a uniformly chosen bijection from DO \ s to D1 \ s.
Every p = (r, s) in U"" determines a unique restriction, p, of the variables Pij, (i E Do, j 01) as follows.
Notice that. variables assigned * by p are Variables on
S.
We think of restrictions as being performed syntactically on a formula: to apply a restriction, we remove from each map those variables which the restriction sets to 1; and we remove from a map disjunction those maps in which some variable was set to 0. Thus, for example, the identity (AtB)t,,= AtP GBt,, holds. Of course, by the definition of a formula, a given map cannot appear twice in a disjunction. When we want to perform additional simplifications, we explicitly mention the min() operation.
The notation Pr;"[A] denotes the probability that A occurs when p is drawn from R",'. For a Boolean formula F and an element p E R,,,, F restricted by p will be denoted by F I,,. The notation log['] n indicates 1 applications of the base-:! log function (not (log n)').
Throughout this paper, DO is a set of size n + 1 and D1 is a set of size n; where it is convenient, we shall assume that an ordering is given for each of DO and D1.
Whenever we write a real number where an integer is required, we mean the integer part of the real number (floor). When we assert an inequality involving n, we shall often assume tacitly that n is sufficiently large.
Reducing the Depth
In this section we show how a proof of depth d is converted into one of depth d -1, while preserving approximate soundness.
All formulas in the proof will be approximated simulaneously in a bottom-up, level-by-level fashion by repeatedly applying restrictions, replacing each negation at height 3 by an approximating OR, and merging, until we eventually obtain all depth 2 formulas. Note that while the approximation of each gate is quite good, an original depth d formula may eventually be transformed into a very different depth 2 formula. The key point is that our inference rules have the syntactic property that only one gate may be eliminated per inference, and hence our gate-by-gate approximation leads to a new sequence of formulas which are still approximately sound.
At each stage, the depth is reduced by 1 and some of the inferences are converted from being 0-sound to being t'-sound for some t'. Inferences which were made t-sound in some previous stage will remain at worst tsound; they will automatically be t'-sound since we will have t' 2 t .
In this connection, notice that in the Cut Rule (and in the Approximate Cut Rule), replacing, say, B by an approximating formula B' in both the hypothesis and conclusion does not affect the soundness of the inference. The soundness of the inference is only affected when we approximate the negations at the top level of the formulas; for example when we use the pseudo complement on the negation which is explicitly mentioned in the Cut Rule.
We will need to prove that the conversion process results in a syntactically proper approximate proof; as a step towards this, we show in the following lemma that the pseudo complement is in an appropriate sense invariant under restrict ions. 1,) . In case G is just V { A { P j k } } for some j, k, then we prefer to cover min(Gr,) with W = {IC}.
(2) Apply the restriction p to each formula of P . is given, the instance is strongly t'-sound. 
Suppose the inference is ( A t B ) , (YAGC) =+ ( R t C ) (Cut Rule
recall that we preferred to cover both the disjuncts with { I C } . Therefore both complements will be taken with respect to { I C } and the result will be V { A { P h k } : h E DO n s}. This is an instance of the Approximate Excluded Middle over D n s, with A = v{} and V = { I C } .
The condition that maps in the converted proof be of size at most t', is easy, because every map disjunction in the converted proof is t'-coverable. I
The Lower Bound
In this section the lower bound is stated and proven using the following Lemma (see 55), which says that under suitable conditions, applying a random restriction to a map disjunction makes it coverable by a small set.
Lemma 5.1 (Covering Lemma) Let G be a tdisjunction and let E be a constant such that 0 < 6 < 1/16. I f t = o(log1ogn) and 8/& 5 k 5 ntat then (for sufficiently large n),
It is convenient to introduce some constants and functions. We also indicate some relationships between the 
Proof.
Suppose there were such a refutation, P . Since it is a refutation in H it is easily seen that P has map size at most 1, and is strongly 0-sound; therefore P is a (d, td(n))-good approximate refutation of P H P , of size less than Sd(n). Without loss of generality we can assume that P has depth at least 2; now applying the Induction and Base lemmas below gives a contradiction. 1
Theorem 4.2 (Lower Bound on Depth) For SUBciently large n, any Frege refutation of P H P , of polynomial size must have depth R(log* n).
Proof. The asymptotics in the lower bound on size hold at least for d up to O(log* n).
Supposing the size to be bounded by nk and setting nk = &(n) gives To prove the following results, we let n be sufficiently large that the required asymptotic relationships hold for all depths up to d , and then proceed by induction on the depth, d. Each time we reduce the depth by applying a restriction to a universe of size n , the size of the resulting universe is 
1, td-l(n6d(n)))-good refutation of P H P (~~~( " ) )
of size less than sd-l(n6"(") ).
Proof. For each map disjunction G in P , the Covering Lemma implies that Cover(min(G l p ) ) > t d -l ( n 6 d ( n ) )
with probability at most a~~~,~~6 d , , , , , contains at least n/8 variables of the form Pi,r(j) for some j E DO \ CRIT(A). There are at least n/8 values for i and by considering each in turn we can select a matching of size n/8 from the variables in U;VAR((P, i ) .
I

Covering Lemma
In this section we prove the Covering Lemma, which states that if you apply a sufficiently strong restriction to a t-disjunction, then the result is probably kcoverable (for suitable t and IC).
The proof is a simplification of Ajtai's T2 [Ajt] , in which we extract specific bounds from the combinatorics. The Covering Lemma demonstrates that with high probability, applying a random restriction to a map disjunction results in a formula which can be covered by a small set. It is proved using a combinatorial lemma (5.2), which we derived from Ajtai's Lemma an error in the statement of (**) and a consequent error in the application of (**). He showed the proof of the corrected (**) in a private communication, which does not comment on the application of (**).
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r suficiently large n , then for siificiently large n, where Proof. Given a fixed but sufficiently large value for n, the proof proceeds by induction on t . is chosen for i E B,, the
Hence, for i E B,, the probability that (yjEwz Pij)rp=
It follows that the probability of this happening for at least one of the n5'l2 possible i E B, is at least 1 -(1 -A)" . Since (1 -:)$ 5 i, this probability is at least 1
Because t = 1 and k 5 n C 2 , this probability is greater than or equal to 1 -ail', for n sufficiently large. Finally, whenever this happens (i.e.
whenever (VjEW, Pij) I,,= 1 for any i E B \ s), then GIp= 1 and therefore Cover(min(Gt,)) = 0.
On the other hand, suppose that IBI < n3' and a random p = ( T , s ) is chosen from On?' .
Firstly, we show that with high probability IB n sol 5 k/2. Applying Lemma 5.3 below, with the parameters A' = { B } , c' = 0, t' = k/2, 6' = (1 -3~) , and 6' = f 2 , we obtain that the probability of ) B n SI > k / 2 is at
Secondly, we show that with high probability all variables {P;j I i B } in G I P are covered by a subset of s1 of size at most k / 2 . We apply Lemma 5.2 to t.he system
{ i + W ; : i E D o \ B ) U { i + @ : i E B } ,
with parameters t' = k / 2 > 4/&, 6' = 46, and t' = c2. Lemma 5.2 implies that with probability at most n -' 2 k / 1 0 , the subsystem fails to be k/2-coverable after a restriction from 02'~'2' is chosen and applied.
The variables remaining in G after ( r , s ) is applied are those in the subsystem just described, plus some is Q ; j with P;j removed.
The induction step proceeds in three phases: in phase 0 we use the induction hypothesis on each q5:j to obtain sets C,, covering the formulas min(q5ij tP); in phase 1 we apply Lemma 5.2 to the systems { j + C;j} for each i, to obtain sets C;; and in phase 2 we apply Lemma 5.2 once more to the system {i + C,}. The resulting set covers every min(q5ij tp) and therefore covers min(G1,).
In phases 0, 1 and 2 we apply successive restrictions PO E % , 0 , L 2 ( t -1 ) , PI E %,,e, and pz E fln2,c whose cornposition is the restriction p required for the lemma.
€21-1
Here we define no = n; n1 = nc2'-2; and n2 = n corresponding to the domain size remaining before each of the three phases. The domains themselves we dereserving (G, D:) for the domain at the end of phase 2. Among all the formulas q5;j , the only ones which will ultimately be significant are those for which i E D: and j E D:, since a cover of these formulas after applying p is sufficient to cover G after applying p. 
Limitations of the proof method
The covering lemma states that with high probability any given t-disjunction will be covered by a set of size k, Unfortunately, this strengthened version is false for 6 > logn. This situation is similar to the impossibility of obtaining an exponential lower bound for bounded depth circuits computing the parity function by simply improving the combinatorial lemma in [FSS] .
Here we briefly describe a function, due to Russell Impagliazzo, which contradicts this strengthened covering statement, for t = log n + 1.
The multiplexor function is a function on n+logn bits, {xk}, where the first logn bits are used to index the remaining n bits. The function is "1" iff the value indexed by the first log n bits is "1". This function can be written as the OR of n minterms, each of size logn + 1.
The counterexample to the strengthened covering lemma is a t-disjunction which encodes the multiplexor function on {zk} using the pigeonhole variables Pij.
Because the new function has to be monotone, we will encode negation by using the range elements, D1. The "pigeonhole" multiplexor function is a function on variables {Pij I i E DO, j E 01) where ID01 = l o g n + n + l , and ID11 = logn + n. Let T be a fixed subset of D1 of size 1011/2. A assignment p for {Pab} which is 1-1 on D1 induces an assignment to the n + logn variables {xi} by: xi = 1 iff 3 j E T such that p(Pij) = 1.
The value of the pigeonhole multiplexor function is the value of the multiplexor function on these induced values. Note that the modified function can be written as a t-disjunction, for t = logn + 1.
Let p =< r , s > be a random restriction from CY"". Intuitively, if all of the logn index variables in DO are included in s, then the restricted function will have large covering sets. The probability of this happening is approximately ( $)logn, which is larger than ak , for (Y < 1. and k = n1I2.
This counterexample shows that an exponential lower bound for PHP,, cannot be obtained by simply improving the Covering Lemma. However, we feel that the covering lemma can be improved to yield a lower bound of d o g e n , for a small constant c , independent of the depth.
Conclusions and Open Problems
In this paper we have given a proof-theoretic superpolynomial lower bound for constant depth Frege proofs of the pigeonhole principle. Our approach introduces the notion of using approximations for a sequence of formulas, and shows how to use a proof theoretic approach to eliminate the non-standard model theory which was used by Ajtai. We also improve the lower bound of Ajtai. In addition, this proof more directly explains why bounded depth Frege proofs are weak for proving the pigeonhole principle.
We avoid the non-constructivity of the Compactness Theorem; in fact it appears that our proof can be made feasibly constructive as defined in [CUI. Informally, a feasibly constructive lower bound proof is one which involves only polynomial-time concepts. In contrast, it was shown in [CUI that a superpolynomial lower bound for extended Frege systems cannot have a feasibly constructive proof. A formalization of our result as a feasibly constructive proof requires describing exactly how to choose the restrictions, using Spencer's "probabilistic method" for transforming probabilistic algorithms into deterministic ones [Sp, p.311 
